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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

LUCIS Land-Use Conflict Identification Strategy 

PV Photovoltaic (PV) panels convert sunlight into electricity ("Glossary 
Of Energy-Related Terms" 2016). 
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ABSTRACT 

Photovoltaic (PV) solar electricity generation has the potential to reduce the 

demand for more traditional fossil and nuclear power generation. Community PV solar 

installations allow energy users to share the electricity generated by these plants. 

Optimal siting of community solar installations will allow for maximum electricity 

generation while avoiding environmental conflicts, as well as, minimizing construction 

costs. This study identifies opportunities for community solar plants in Maricopa and 

Pinal Counties, Arizona, of ¼-acre in size. Input parameters fall into economic, physical, 

and environmental categories. Each of the input parameters were classified from 1 (not 

suitable) to 9 (highly suitable). Next, the classified rasters in each category were 

weighed according to importance, and Esri’s Weighted Sum tool was used to generate 

a combined raster for the category. The three resulting environmental, economic, and 

physical characteristic rasters were weighed again, and the Weighted Sum tool was 

used to generate a raster of community solar suitability scores. Next, a mask of 

locations inappropriate for community-scale solar development was created, including 

lakes, rivers, streams, and residential rooftops, which are too small to accommodate ¼-

acre community solar installations. The masked areas were removed from the suitability 

raster, and the suitability raster was reclassified using standard deviations to generate a 

preference map with values ranging from 1 (low preference) to 3 (high preference). The 

model output reveals 68 percent of the study area is of medium or high preference for 

community solar installations. Maricopa and Pinal counties provide many opportunities 

for community solar installations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Shifting US energy supply from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources such as 

sunlight will provide many benefits. Diversifying the nation’s energy portfolio will make 

energy production resistant to fluctuations in the fuel markets, decrease dependence 

upon foreign-sourced fuel materials, and decrease atmospheric carbon dioxide, 

particulate, and other emissions (United States Department of Energy 2012).  

Photovoltaic power systems are generally supplied in two scales: utility and local. 

Utility scale systems, often referred to as solar farms, supply power directly to the utility 

grid. Local systems can be in the form of rooftop solar or community solar installations, 

also referred to as solar gardens. A study published by the Shelton Group estimates 

solar power generation appeals to 59% of American households, but many are unable 

or unwilling to install rooftop photovoltaic (PV) equipment because of financial, legal, 

and other barriers ("Community Solar Poised for Big Market Gains" 2016). Community 

solar installations allow customers to access electricity generated from solar radiation 

without constructing PV equipment on their property (Solar Electric Power Association 

2013). In these community solar energy production schemes, an organization 

constructs a PV plant, and consumers buy a share of the energy produced by the plant 

("Missoula Electric Cooperative: Our Community Solar Program" 2016). If offered, the 

Shelton Group study also claims 3-12 million American households would purchase 

electricity from community solar installations ("Community Solar Poised for Big Market 

Gains" 2016). The Community Power Project-Flagstaff Pilot plant in Flagstaff, Arizona, 

is an example of a community solar program, run by Arizona Public Service, which 

allows customers to buy electricity generated by PV panels located at an elementary 

school, a neighborhood solar garden, and 125 residential rooftops (Black 2015). 
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Furthermore, community solar may provide access to localized energy production, 

meeting future electrical demand at a large scale.  

This study identifies opportunities for community solar within Maricopa and Pinal 

Counties, Arizona (Figure 1: Study Area) suitable for community PV solar development.  

 
 

 

 METHODS 

There are various models currently available that identify solar potential but none 

compare the categories of environmental, economic and physical factors in identifying 

potential for community-scale solar. For example, Janke (2010) created a multicriteria 

GIS model to site solar and wind farms in Colorado that included factors such as land 

cover and slope, but did not include factors such as soil suitability and floodplain risk, 

Figure 1: Study Area 
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and excluded Federal and reservation land from the final model that may be optimal for 

community solar installations. Solar Prospector, an online, interactive map developed by 

the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, provides information about solar irradiance, 

critical habitat, Federal land ownership, and infrastructure including transmission lines 

and existing large-scale solar generating development ("Solar Prospector | 

Maps.Nrel.Gov" 2016). However, Solar Prospector does not provide information about 

issues critical to community solar development, such as floodplain risk, soil corrosivity of 

steel or concrete, or slope of the land. 

 The Land-Use Conflict Identification Strategy (LUCIS) model is a method of 

analyzing suitability, preference, and conflict for land uses falling into the categories of 

agricultural, urban, and conservation (Carr and Zwick 2007). In this project, the LUCIS 

model was modified to identify solar opportunities in Maricopa and Pinal Counties. This 

modified model allowed for an organized approach to multiple criteria decision analysis, 

using datasets that fell into environmental, economic, and physical categories. 

 
Input Parameters 

 

Environmental Factors 

The environmental factors used to create the model included soil corrosivity of 

concrete, soil corrosivity of steel, and floodplain classification. Soil corrosivity of 

concrete and steel were included in this model because the community solar 

installations will be anchored in the ground. Floodplain classification was included in the 

model to minimize the risk of flood damage to the installations.  
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Economic Factors 

The economic factors used to create the model were roads, electric transmission 

lines, and electric substations. The materials used to construct and maintain community 

solar installations travel over roadways; siting these installations near roads, therefore, 

will minimize construction costs. Community solar installations must be sited near 

transmission lines or electric substations in order to plug into the electric grid as a 

means to distribute the generated electricity into the power grid.  

Physical Factors 

Slope and aspect were also input parameters for the model. It is less 

complicated, therefore, less expensive, to erect community solar installations on flat 

land. Furthermore, PV units in the northern hemisphere are the most efficient when 

tilted toward the south ("Which Direction Should Solar Panels Face?" 2012).  

Irradiance 

Photovoltaic panels generate more electricity when there is more sunlight 

available. The Energy Sector Management Assistance Program of the World Bank 

suggests a minimum of 6.0 kWh/m2/day annual average direct normal irradiance for 

south-tilted PV solar installations (Romero 2016). Maricopa and Pinal counties receive a 

large amount of sunlight, with annual average direct normal irradiance of 7.16-8.05 

kW/m2/day ("NREL: Dynamic Maps, GIS Data, And Analysis Tools - Solar Data" 2016). 

Irradiance was excluded from the model because the entire study area receives more 

than the suggested minimum annual direct normal irradiance.  

Land Use and Land Cover Excluded from Model 

Lakes, rivers, streams, and buffers around them are incompatible with 

community PV solar. Residential land use is also incompatible with community solar 
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because residential rooftops are too small to house these installations. Therefore, 

aquatic land cover and residential land use areas were removed from the model results. 

Soft Requirements 

Areas of critical habitat and historic sites such as archeological sites and areas 

with petroglyphs are not incompatible with community solar; however, extreme care 

must be taken to ensure the design of the solar panels complements the setting. These 

areas are noted on the map output of the model. 

Geodetic Information and Raster Cell Size 

 Since this project focused on south-central Arizona, this model used the 

Transverse Mercator projection with NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_12N coordinate system.  

All rasters were set to 32 m x 32 m cell size, which equates to roughly ¼-acre 

(0.253 acre). A ¼-acre community solar installation would generate approximately 0.24 

GW/year (First Solar 2016). The average American home uses 10,932 kWh/year ("How 

Much Electricity Does an American Home Use?" 2016). Therefore, a ¼-acre community 

solar development would generate enough electricity to power roughly 22 homes 

(Equation 1). 

0.24
𝐺𝑊ℎ
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

1
4

𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒
𝑥

1,000,000 𝑘𝑊ℎ

𝐺𝑊ℎ
𝑥

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑

10,932 
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

= 21.95
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑠

1
4

𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒
 

 
Equation 1: Households Powered by ¼-acre Community Solar Installation 

Data  

Table 1 describes all data used in this project.  
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Table 1: List of Data Used by Model 

Description Publication Date Acquired From 

Aspect 2013 University of Arizona 

County Boundaries 2015 U.S. Census 

Electric Substations 2011 University of Arizona 

Electric Transmission Lines 2011 University of Arizona 

Lakes 1993 Arizona State Land Department 

Land Use/Land Cover 2011 
United States Department of 
Agriculture 

Maricopa County Floodplains 2016 
Maricopa County Office of 
Enterprise Technology  

Pinal County Floodplains 2016 University of Arizona 

Reservation Boundaries 2015 U.S. Census 

Rivers 1993 Arizona State Land Department 

Roads 2016 U.S. Census 

Slope (from DEM) 2013 University of Arizona 

Soil Survey Spatial and 
Tabular Data (SSURGO 2.2) 

 
United States Department of 
Agriculture 

Streams 1996 Arizona State Land Department 

 

 
 

ANALYSIS 

 The modified LUCIS model process flow used in this project is illustrated 

in Figure 2: Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis Process Flow. 

Vector to Suitability Raster 

The input parameters falling into the environmental, economic, and physical 

categories were converted into suitability rasters, using a scale of 1 (not suitable) to 9 

(highly suitable). The classification schemes for each raster in the environmental, 

economic, and physical categories are presented in Table 2, and an example of a 

suitability raster is shown in Figure 3, which portrays the suitability of the Euclidian 

distance to electric substations in the study area. Because suitability decreases with 
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Figure 2: Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis Process Flow 
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 distance from electric substations, the closer proximities are symbolized with areas of  

green and areas further away with red. 

 

Weighted Sum Models  

Next, weighted sum models were created for each of the environmental, 

economic, and physical categories, where the inputs in each category were combined 

using Esri’s Weighted Sum tool to indicate the influence of each criteria on the final 

suitability for determining opportunities for community solar. In this project each 

parameter was given equal weight. Then the raster model output values were truncated 

to integers, using the Int tool (Figure 5,Figure 5, andFigure 6).  

Figure 3: Example of Suitability Raster 
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Figure 5: Environmental Factor Suitability 

Figure 5: Economic Factor Suitability 
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Table 2: Reclassification Schemes of Input Parameters 

Original Value 

Reclassified 
Value 

Environmental Factors Economic Factors Physical Factors 

Soil 
Corrosivity 

of Steel 

Soil 
Corrosivity 

of 
Concrete 

Floodplain 
Classification 

Euclidian 
Distance 
to Roads, 

m 

Euclidian 
Distance to 

Transmission 
Lines, m 

Euclidian 
Distance to 

Electric 
Substations, 

m 

Slope, 
degrees 

Aspect, 
degrees 

High High 
A, AE, AH, AO, 
and FW 

>8,000 >8,000 >8,000 >4 

0 – 
112.5,  
and 
247.5 – 
360 

1 = Not 
Suitable 

   
7,000-
8,000 

7,000-8,000 7,000-8,000   2 

   
6,000-
7,0000 

6,000-7,0000 6,000-7,0000   3 

Moderate Moderate 

D, and 0.2 PCT 
ANNUAL 
CHANCE 
FLOOD 
HAZARD 

5,000-
6,000 

5,000-6,000 5,000-6,000   4 

   
4,000-
5,000 

4,000-5,000 4,000-5,000 3-4  5 

   
3,000-
4,000 

3,000-4,000 3,000-4,000   6 

   
2,000-
3,000 

2,000-3,000 2,000-3,000 2-3  7 

   
1,000-
2,000 

1,000-2,000 1,000-2,000   8 

Low Low X <1,000 <1,000 <1,000 0-2 
112.5 – 
247.5 

9 = Highly 
Suitable 
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Mask of Areas Inappropriate for Community Solar Installations 

After the suitability rasters for the input parameters were generated, a mask of areas 

inappropriate for community solar installations was created. These areas included 

lakes, and 500-ft buffers around them, rivers and 1,000-ft buffers around them, streams 

and 600-ft buffers around them, and existing residential land uses. These vector 

shapefiles were converted to raster format, mosaicked, then reclassified such that areas 

that contained the features to be excluded were given the value of NoData, and areas 

that did not contain these features were given the value of 1 (Figure 7).  

Figure 6: Physical Factor Suitability 
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Community Solar Preference Model 

The environmental, economic, and physical factor suitability rasters were 

combined using Esri’s Weighted Sum tool, with each raster given equal weight. The 

output weighted sum raster was multiplied by the mask of areas inappropriate for 

community solar installation. Since the inappropriate areas were given a value of 

NoData while the rest of the mask was given a value of 1, this raster multiplication had 

the effect of cutting out the areas inappropriate for community solar installations from 

the weighted sum suitability output raster. Removing the masked areas produced a 

range of values within the final suitability grid that were not normally distributed. 

Redistributing the values of the final suitability grid into a more normal distribution of 

values is part of conversion to the Preference stage of the modified LUCIS model. In 

Figure 7: Mask of Areas Inappropriate for Community Solar Installations 
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addition to performing a transformation this step also reclassifies all values into a scale 

of 1 (low preference), 2 (moderate preference), and 3 (high preference).  

 

RESULTS 

 
The final preference model of community solar in Maricopa and Pinal Counties 

illustrates 68% of the study area is classified as possessing a high or medium 

opportunity for community solar installations of ¼-acre in size (Figure 8). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Locations within Maricopa and Pinal Counties suitable for community PV solar 

development were identified using a modified LUCIS multiple decision analysis model, 

and 68% of the study area was found to be of medium or high preference for community 

solar installations. 

This model used in this study would be useful to identify parking lots, open 

space, and shade structures in common areas suitable for community solar 

development. School districts, homeowner associations, grocery stores, shopping malls, 

cities, and hospitals are examples of organizations that may benefit from constructing 

community solar installations.  

In the future, it would be prudent to publish this model as an interactive online 

feature service that allows users to specify the weights of each input variable and zoom 

in to particular locations of interest. For example, in a remote area such as  

reservation land, users may be creating electric service in an area with no access to the 

electric grid. In this situation, setting the weighted importances for the distance to 
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transmission lines and substations to zero would provide a more accurate model of the 

community solar opportunity in the area. 

Furthermore, as more solar energy production comes online in Arizona, it is 

becoming more important collaborate with utilities to predict and address potential 

electric over-production. Photovoltaic solar panels generate the peak amount of 

electricity at solar noon, while peak grid consumption of electricity occurs after the 

workday ends as customers come home from work, turn on lights and air conditioners, 

cook dinner, and wash laundry. Because of the mismatch in peak PV solar generation 

and peak energy consumption, electric utilities are having difficulty predicting the 

electric burden and thus property throttling the proper energy output from the power 

generating stations. Therefore, as more PV solar panels attach to the grid, technologies 

such as electric battery storage become more important. (United States Department of 

Energy 2015) 
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Figure 8: Community Solar Preference 
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